Pharm 439: Community Service Outreach
Journal Analysis II

Read through your journal. Look for recurring themes. For example, you mention that you are uncertain about the site, about leading your small group, and understanding what is expected in the final paper for this class. You might label this as an “uncertainty” theme. Or, you may see that you wonder about the site, a person, or the outcome of a particular meeting. You notice that you often question what you are seeing and observing. These data could all be conceptualized into a theme you call “curiosity.” There are no right or wrong themes. We all filter data differently. It is instructive see how our minds work using this method of induction.

The write-up of this section is done using a word processor.

☐ State the theme that has emerged from your journal followed by 2 typed quotes from your journal to demonstrate the theme you identified.

☐ Include TWO examples of DIFFERENT types of citations (e.g., one article and one book or web site)

☐ http://healthlinks.washington.edu/hsl/styleguides/ama.html (this is the website referenced on the final paper assignment and models the citation style you are to use).